
1. Answer any five questions within two sentences each: 5'x 2 = 10
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ffi ~~ ~ ~ CC'f~ <n~~ I

~~~~~M'1~~I.

( NEW SYLLABUS)

Group - A

Answer Question Nos. 1& 2 compulsorily and any two from the rest within 300 words each.

a) Give an example of Keualanuaiji anumiti.

b) What is Paksa ? Give an example.

c) What is viruddha hetuabhasa ?
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d) "Sound is eternal, because sound IS a quality." - What would
Paramarsa in this case ?

e) What is the third avayava of a Pancauauaui Nyaya ? "

9f~~ ~ ~ \5l<l~<lffi ~?

1) What do you mean by Vyapara and Vyapaka?

'ffi9® ~<f~ <m9f<lS"~ ~ ~ ?

g) Explain the difference between anumana and anumiti.

h) What fallacy is committed in the following inference?

Fire is a substance, for it has cblour.

~ \5l-plI"'lffi(;\!) ~ C~)?I~P1 ~, \51 ~ ~ :

~ ~, <!SBf'1 ~re-~~ I

i) Name the cognitions which are required for anumiti.

\5li~M~ ~ \5lI<lfXn<rsiMR~~ ~ ~ ~ I

j) What are the characteristics of a sat-hetu ?

"--
2. Write short notes on any two within 100 words each: 2x5=10

a) Jaina theory of syadvada

c) Classification of vyapti



5. Critically explain Jaina 'Saptabhangi naqa'. 15

,~
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d) Asiddha hetuabhasa and its Classification.

i 3. What is Vyapti? How is Vyapti known? 6+9

4.

,

b) Soul is a material substance, for it has consciousness.

c) The hare's horn is hard, for it is a horn.

d) Fire is cold, for it is a substance.

e) Everything is perishable, for they are subject to changes.

I••••••••••••••••·I~ I •••••• ---- ••••••

6. What do you mean by Vyabhicara ? Define Upadhi in this context with suitable
examples. 8 + 7
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Group - B

Answer Question Nos. 7 & 8 compulsorily and any two from the rest.

7. Answer any five questions : 5x2=10

a) Express in Boolean notation and draw Venn diagram:

Nothing is both round ,and square.

b) Symbolise the following:

p, if and only if q .

c) Symbolise the following :

Only citizens can vote.

d) Give the converse of the observe:

Only children are simple.

,"
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e) Use truth-table to define the logical connective 'v'.

~ ~~~ 'v' ~ ~~~ ~ iSRT ~-~9T ~ ~ I

f) Give an example of 'fallacy of four terms'.

~9ftt~~~~~q~1/.

If P be false, determine the truth-value of p ~ q.

~ p ~Q.[fT ~, ~ p ~ q ~~~ >i\bI~"11 f<:s- ~ ?

Name the valid moods of syllogism in first figure.

~ 2!~ ~~~.C<r~~~ ~ ~I

i) Show the forms of Mill's method of difference.

~ <l1N>C~~ ~ ~ ~ I

j) Is simple conversion of A proposition possible?

A~~~~f<:s-?

8. Write short notes on any two of the following: 2x5=10

~ c<r C<lSR ~ ~9@ ~~~~ ~ ~~ :

a) Distinction between truth and validity

~ ~<f~ C<r~ 9f1~

b) Rules of conversion

\5I1<lG(,,!~f.BI~I<lcil

c) Boolean interpretation of categorical syllogism

~9f'll' ~ ~ I5T<IT

d) Fallacy of illicit minor and illicit major.

\5It<l'~9f'll' ~ ~<f~ ~~ ~~ ~ I

)
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9. Test the validity of the following syllogism or syllogistic forms by means of Venn
diagram ( any three) : 3 x 5

a) AAI - 3

b) OAO - 4

c) Some philosophers are mathematicians, hence some scientists are
philosophers, since all scientists are mathematicians.

<W59f1r ~ ~ ~~, ~~ <W59f1r Z;q~IH~ ~ ~, ~ ~ C<l~IH~ ~

~~I

d) Children are always cowards, but not always liars, therefore liars are not
always cowards.

10. Test the validity of the following with the help of truth table ( any three) : 3 x 5

a) I::::>J

J::::>I/:.IvJ

b) Qv(R. - R)

Q/:.-(R.-R)

c) (RvS)::::>T

T::::>(R.S)/ :.(R.S)::::>(RvS)

d) If weather is good and it does not rain, then either we will go to the

playground or we will go to watch a movie. It is not the case that it rains. So

we will go to the playground.

~ ~'6m ~ ~ ~<I~~ on ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \5f~ ~.

~~.~I ~~OBI~~~I~~~~~~I

IF-026 I
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11. Use truth-tables to determine whether the following statement forms are
tautologous, self-contradictory or contingent ( any five) : 5 x 3

~ ~b"il<pl~~faf ~:~, on ~:firl!ffi on \5l1~, \5l ~Cfrn ~ f.lGfN ~
(Qlc<lSR~) :

i) p :: [ p :: (q. - q )J

ii) [p.(q v r)J = [(p.q)v (p.r)J

iii) (p.q)::J (qvr)

iv) [(p.q)::J rJ ::J[p::J (q::J r))

v) (p::Jp)::J [(p.q)::J (r::J r)J

vi) [(pv q)::J (p.q)J::J [(p::J q).(q::J p)J

vii) [(P::J q).(q::J p)J = [(p.q)v (- p. - q)J

12. Explain and examine Mill's method of Agreement. 15

. .
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(OLD SYLLABUS)

Answer Question Nos. 1 & 2 compulsorily and any two from the rest.

1. Answer any five questions: 5 x 2 = 10

a) What are the Nastika schools in Indian philosophy?

b) How many Pramanas are admitted by the Carvaka philosophers?

c) Name the different types of Laukika Sannikarsa.

~ ~ ~ )jffl':pc4~ ~ fc'r'fll

d) "The hill is fiery because the hill is smoky." State the sadhua, pak.sa, hetu of
the inference. .

"~ <1~~1"l ~ ~ ~ I" \'il"fll"lfG~ '>11~,~, ~ ~ ~ I

e) What does padartha mean in voisesika Philosophy?

f) Mention the definition of Samanua.

g) What is Para Jati ?

9Rn~~<fWf ?

. h) Who is the author of Nyaya Sutra ?

"l!1~>J:C\ll~~ c<P ?
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i) What are the three grades of reality according to Sankara ?

j) What is the locus of Vise$a ?

Answer in brief any two of the following: 2 x 5 = 10

a) Define Vyapti and explain it briefly accordi~g to Nyaya system .

...,-mr ~\!)li~lm <mf~ ~Cf ~(g ~~ ~~N-~ <m~ Wr I

b) What is the nature of Maya according to Advaita Vedanta?

~~~mBf~9f~?

c) Why do the Caruakas refute anumana as distinct pramcma ?

DT<ft<ls ~~Cf '5l<plI""lc<15~ ~Cf ~9f ~-S;, 4(3tt~ ~ ?

d) Distinguish between Samuoqa and Samavaua relation.

~~vn~'S >i~<tIC~'!l 9fI~ ~ I

3. Define Pratyaksa following Nyaya Philosophy. Distinguish between Savikalpaka
Pratuakea and Niruikalpaka Pratya/s.$a according to Nyaya Philosophy. 10 + 5

...,-mrffi '5l<p1lt~ ~ m9fCf ~ l...,-mr ~ '5l<p1lt'!l >iRt4$14 'S f.1f<{<q'l$l4~ 9fI~

~I

4. Discuss the nature of the Vaisesika category of abhaua and explain its different
kinds with suitable examples. 5 + 10

OO~4 ~ ~ ~ 9fm~ ~9f 'S \5@ 2l41'!lC6'1 ~9fT& ~~ \5IIC"115""11~ I

5. What are the arguments advanced by the Advaita Vedanta Philosophy to show
that 'the world is unreal' ? 15

6. Define and critically explain Samanua according to Vaisesika Philosophy. 15
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Group - B

~~-~
Answer Question Nos. 7 & 8 compulsorily and any two from the rest.

7. 5x2=10Answer any five questions :

a) Who are the empiricist philosophers?

b) What are the main tenets of realism?

c) Give two examples of analytic propositions.

d) Who holds and who does not hold the distinction between primary and
secondary qualities? .

e) What are the different kinds of Idea admitted by Descartes ? Mention the
names.

f) What is a priori proposition?

g) What is meant by tabula rasa? Who used this term and in what context?

Tabula rasa ~ f<Is ~ ? <:<W\~, <:<W\~ ~~ ~ ~ qst~t~"( ?

h) "There is a relation of entailment between cause and effect." Which school
holds this view?
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i) Who is the propounder of the "identity theory as a theory relating to
mind-body relation?

~-~ ~ ~ \5IN,i'l\5F<JlOHl~ cqs ?

Answer in brief any two of the following questions: 2x5=10

a) Discuss interaction theory regarding the relation between mind and body.

~ '8 ~ ~ ~ ~-~NsM>~I<lI'1 \51Itil1Ib"1I ~ I

b) Explain the main tenets of empiricism.
~

\5IN,iS3\5I<1lot~'t'f ~~fc1 <m~ ~ I

c) Discuss Locke's representative realism.

d) Are synthetic a priori judgments possible? Answer after.Kant.

9. Explain Rationalism as a theory of the origin of knowledge. 15

10. "Causal relation is nothing but constant conjunction." Discuss. 15

11. Explain subjective idealism. Does it necessarily lead to solipsism? 10 + 5

12. Discuss critically parallelism theory as a theory of mind-body relation. 15


